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TENSORGRIP® REEFER REPAIR ADHESIVE



EASY TO USE
TensorGrip® EP0-CAL is made to simplify your job. Just 3 steps 
and a total of approximately 45 minutes per full wall. Only a few 
minutes of quick briefing on how it’s done. Yep, it ’s that easy.

MORE JOBS THROUGH 
See your profits rise!  With such a short turnaround time, you 
can push more jobs through your shop.  Get more done in a day.  

SUCCESSFUL
There’s a reason trailer manufacturers recommend this glue. 
TensorGrip® EP0-CAL has been proven to be stronger than 
the original factory bond, you won’t need to worry about liners 
coming loose.  Here’s to happy customers.

WATCH OUR EPO DEMO!
www.tensorglobal.com/epocademo
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SPRAY1.
After attaching the gun and hose to the canister, simply spray the 
wall foam & interior liner (e.g. Kemlite, Polar X, PunctureGuard, 
Versitex) with TensorGrip® EP0-CAL adhesive.

That quick.  That easy.  Even a new hire could get it right.

POSITION2.

ROLL3.

When the adhesive is dry to the touch, you’ll need between 3 and 10 
people to work as a team and get the liner on the wall.

The liner is not going to fall on you when you’re putting it on the wall!  
Once it’s on, it isn’t going anywhere.  

No wasted time bracing the wall up and waiting for glue to cure.

Get the maximum strength out of the repair with the EP0 Roller.  Just 
push hard & roll the entire repaired wall.  This is what makes the 
repair so strong & successful.

By now you’ll know whether this makes sense for you.  Let’s make it 
work in your shop!  

Get in touch with an adhesive expert to work out the details:
402.731.3636 | marketing.us@quin-global.com

Kemlite® is a registered trademark of Crane Composites                PunctureGuard® is a registered trademark of Great Dane Trailers
Versitex® is a registered trademark of US Liner Company                Polar X® is a registered trademark of Ridge Corporation
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www.tensorglobal.com/epocademo
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LARGE REPAIRS: WAND KIT

M130-18

(EPO-CAL-WANDKIT)

EPOR

M125

EPO-CAL-22

TIPKIT



SMALLER REPAIRS:  STANDARD KIT

M120

EPO-CAL-22

EPOR

M130-18

(EPO-CAL-KIT)

11001SS tip-
*installed

on M120 Gun 
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TensorGrip® EP0-CAL is a reefer liner repair system, which 
eliminates blocking and bracing and cures instantly so you can 
increase your profits and keep your customers coming back! Now 
you can successfully repair a full refrigerated trailer wall in 45 
minutes, rather than the standard 24 hours. Fast coverage of large 
areas.

EPO-CAL-22
22L CANISTER

Foam FRP Reefer Liners

SUBSTRATES: PROPERTIES:



EPO-CA-AA
13oz AEROSOL CANS

TensorGrip® EPO-CA-AA is ideal for detail work, such as small 
patches etc. Same product as in the canisters, just smaller to make it 
easier for you! Small but mighty. TensorGrip®.

Advantages:
• Compliant with California VOC laws

• Fast dry with excellent initial bond

• Good heat resistance (up to 180°F)

• Aggressive: high-strength, permanent bond

• 80% of final strength achieved immediately

• Full strength achieved in 24 hours

• Low VOC version of Tensorgrip EP0

• Low odor version
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M120 ADJUSTABLE SPRAY GUN

Heavy duty, built to last. Comes with 11001SS spray tip nozzle, 
which gives an adjustable spray range of 5”-14” wide. Good for 
patchwork, bottom rail work, even spraying full wall liners!

TensorGrip. Adhesives that outperform.



M125 18” WAND SPRAY GUN

Heavy duty, built to last. Best for applications where bending or 
reaching is required. Extend your reach by 18” - saves your back 
and saves spraying time! Comes with a TensorGrip TipKit. TipKit 
includes 2 different spray tip nozzles, to help you do the job best.

The fastest, easiest application of canister spray adhesives ever! 
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ROLLER

HOSES

USE A ROLLER FOR UNBEATABLE BONDS:
EP0R Roller with 7” head and 4’ handle

CHOOSE YOUR FLEXIBLE HOSE:
M130-12 12’ black flexible hose
M130-18 18’ black flexible hose



TIPKIT
START GLUING FASTER 
AND EASIER NOW!
With the TipKit you can be up 
and gluing in no time. The TipKit 
includes both small area and large 
area spray tip nozzles that allow you 
to diversify your spraying arsenal. 

Small Area - 11001SS Spray Tip
The 11001SS spray tip nozzle has a steady speed flow, with an 
adjustable spray range of 5”-14” wide. The adhesive will come out at 
a steady speed and will allow you to glue those smaller areas such 
as bottom rails or doors.

Large Area - 11002B Spray Tip
The 11002B spray tip nozzle has a high speed flow and a non-
adjustable 14” spray width. Spray large areas like full wall jobs faster! 
Another great way to amp up your output and maximize efficiency!





CLEANERS
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S101
Citrus Cleaner
TensorGrip® S101 is the king of cleaners. 
Unlike most solvent cleaners, S101 is safe 
for most surfaces, yet powerful enough to 
remove adhesives and other tough 
substances.  

TensorGrip® S101 is packaged in aerosol 
cans and pressurized canisters to eliminate 
the mess and worry of liquid solvents and 
for ease of purging canister adhesive 
application equipment (guns & hoses).

Advantages:
• Exceptional cleaning/degreasing power
• Pleasant citrus scent
• More effective than most comparable cleaners
• Compatible with most plastics 
• Safer than most solvents
• Environmentally friendly
• Simple to use
• Safe for decal residue removal - even on powder coated surfaces



TENSORGRIP S101 
SPECIFICATIONS

TENSORGRIP S101 
APPLICATION

Mist Spray

Multi-Purpose Cleaner

TENSORGRIP S101 
SIZES

S101 USES:
RESIDUE/OVERSPRAY REMOVAL
TensorGrip® S101 has been specifically 
formulated to remove the toughest substances – 
namely, the overspray of TensorGrip® adhesives! 
It’s easy to use – just spray on, let it sit, and wipe 
it away. Easy. Clean. You’ll want to always keep 
this useful aerosol on hand. 

Available globally in multiple sizes for many 
different uses.

EQUIPMENT PURGING
Everyone wants to save money, right? One 
simple way to do just that is to preserve your 
equipment. 

Keep it clean – purge your guns and hoses with 
TensorGrip® S101 whenever they start to get 
gummed up, or if they’ll be sitting unattached to 
a canister for a while. 

It’s as easy as hooking up the gun to the hose 
and the hose to the canister of TensorGrip S101; 
then turning on the valve and letting the cleaner 
pour through for approximately 45 seconds. 
Good as new!

S101-AA  S101-7  S101-22
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S500
Industrial Wipe

TensorGrip® S500 is an industrial wipe unlike any other industrial 
wipe. It comes double sided with a rough side that can be used 
for cleaning up spills, messes and just general dirt. The other 
side though is soft enough that you can use it to clean your 
hands or wipe down your finished products!

Each container comes with 75 large wipes to help keep your 
team clean around the clock.

Using Dual GleemTex Technology, TensorGrip® S500 
guarantees to annihilate all common industrial stains, leaving 
you to get on with the jobs that matter. 



TensorGrip® S500 Thoroughly Removes:
• Adhesive

• Sealant

• Paint

• Oil

Glue on your hands? Stay away from harmful acetone cleaners 
- S500 wipes are the safest solution to remove tough stains, even 
from your hands!

• Grease

• Dirt

• And lots more!

THE ULTIMATE INDUSTRIAL WIPE
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